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Monthly Market Commentary

Recovery, full steam ahead? It would appear so. The

stock market returned 11.02% during the first quarter

of 2013, and the U.S. economy continues to grow at a

slow but steady pace, despite apparent volatility and

instability displayed by most major economic

indicators.

GDP: For starters, real GDP growth rates have been

highly volatile from quarter to quarter; for example,

from 3.1% in Q3 2012 to only 0.1% in Q4 2012.

However, it’s important to keep in mind that the data

includes some measurement and seasonal-adjustment

issues that may blur the big picture a little bit.

Morningstar economists forecast that GDP will grow

at a slow, but sustainable 2.0%–2.5% rate in 2013, very

similar to 2011 and 2012.

Employment: The private sector added only 95,000

jobs in March (compared with 254,000 in February).

At first glance, this number is discouraging, and the

lowest in nine months. However, similar to the case

for GDP above, month-to-month data is volatile,

influenced by weather and other seasonal factors, and

often subject to revisions. Three-month average

employment growth (YOY), a more reliable data

point, does show slow erosion, but no catastrophic

decline (2.1% in December, 2.0% in January, and 1.9%

in February and March).

The Big Four: Given all the fiscal scares, Hurricane

Sandy, volatile gasoline prices, and new taxes, the U.S.

economy is doing surprisingly well, according to the

Big Four economic indicators (private employment

growth, retail sales, manufacturing, and real disposable

income). Private sector year-over-year employment

growth has been steady at 2% for almost two years,

while retail sales growth (adjusted for inflation and

excluding autos and gasoline) has been in the 2%–3%

range for almost as long. Even U.S. manufacturing

data hasn’t been particularly volatile, especially if

weather events are removed. Of the Big Four, only real

disposable income has been very volatile, and most of

that volatility is due to ever-shifting inflation rates

(with food and energy showing the most volatility) and

changes in government tax policy, not changes in

wages.

Consumer: Consumer spending continues to drive the

economy, constituting about 70% of GDP.

Unfortunately, consumers were severely hit early in

2013 with soaring gasoline prices, a higher payroll tax,

and delayed tax refunds. On the other hand, they also

have a lot going for them, including lower inflation in

many categories, better employment prospects,

increasing home prices and related construction

activity, and a much higher stock market and related

wealth effects. While consumer spending is not as

robust as it once was, it is clearly not falling apart in

the middle of all the economic headwinds, either.

Quarter-end insights: A lot of fiscal issues were at least

temporarily "settled" this quarter, helping to reassure

both consumers and businesses. The fiscal cliff

negotiations and the March sequestration resulted in a

total deficit reduction of about $300 billion slated for

2013. The Fed plans on maintaining a relatively loose

monetary policy, assuring investors that low interest

rates and bond buybacks would continue to fuel

further growth. As slow as this growth may be, the

U.S. economy is better positioned and growing faster

than many other developed economies. Some of the

factors providing a longer-term advantage include

newfound supplies of oil and gas, low electricity prices,

more available land for building, and an improving

auto industry.

In Europe, however, the situation isn't getting better,

even when excluding the effects of the Cyprus

situation. The Chinese economy seems to have

bottomed, and future Chinese growth (if any) will

likely be lower than previous peaks, and more likely to

be consumption based than focused on infrastructure.

Last, but not least, U.S. corporations are starting to

invest for growth again (capital spending and

acquisitions), which could prove to be an effective

engine for further stock market appreciation.


